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ABSTRACT
Gamification represents an effective way to incentivize user behavior across a number of computing applications. However, despite the fact that physical activity is essential for a healthy lifestyle, surprisingly little is known about how gamification and in particular competitions shape human physical activity.

Here we study how competitions affect physical activity. We focus on walking challenges in a mobile activity tracking application where multiple users compete over who takes the most steps over a predefined number of days. We synthesize our findings in a series of game and app design implications. In particular, we analyze nearly 2,500 physical activity competitions over a period of one year capturing more than 800,000 person days of activity tracking. We observe that during walking competitions, the average user increases physical activity by 23%. Furthermore, there are large increases in activity for both men and women across all ages, and weight status, and even for users that were previously fairly inactive. We also find that the composition of participants greatly affects the dynamics of the game. In particular, if highly unequal participants get matched to each other, then competition suffers and the overall effect on the physical activity drops significantly. Furthermore, competitions with an equal mix of both men and women are more effective in increasing the level of activities.

We leverage these insights to develop a statistical model to predict whether or not a competition will be particularly engaging with significant accuracy. Our models can serve as a guideline to help design more engaging competitions that lead to most beneficial behavioral changes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Physical activity is critical to human health [45]. People who are physically active tend to live longer, have lower risk of several diseases including heart disease, stroke, Type 2 diabetes, depression, and some types of cancer, and are more likely to maintain a healthy weight (e.g., [28, 37, 5]). However, only 21% of US adults meet official physical activity guidelines [11, 30] (at least 150 minutes a week of physical activity for adults), and less than 30% of US high school students get at least 60 minutes of physical activity every day [11]. It is estimated that physical inactivity contributes to 5.3 million deaths per year worldwide [24] and that it is responsible for a worldwide economic burden of $67.5 billion through health-care expenditure and productivity losses [15].

Given huge potential to improve public health, many interventions and small-scale studies have been designed towards increasing physical activity across the population (e.g., [16, 17, 26, 31, 32, 33]). Unfortunately, many of these interventions are deemed either ineffective [17, 33] or are limited in that they only reach small populations [16, 26]. Recently, however, gamification techniques have become widely adopted and have been very impactful in obtaining behavioral outcomes [22]. Successful examples for incentivizing physical activity through so-called exergames [21, 35, 38] include in-game avatars [25] and geo-centric games such as Pokémon Go [6]. However, basic gamification mechanisms such as competitions and challenges have been relatively poorly explored and understood. While competitiveness is found to be associated with greater enjoyment [19], there have been no quantitative studies whether and how such competitions affect physical activity.

Given the proliferation of mobile devices and health and activity tracking applications, effective and engaging competitions that increase physical activity have a huge potential to achieve population-wide improvements in public health and decrease in risk of various chronic diseases.

Here we study how various game design elements used by mobile health apps encourage exercise, fitness, and essentially weight loss. We analyze the effect of competitions on increasing the level of physical activity of participants. We study user physical behavior as captured by the Azumio Argus activity tracking app. The application allows users to create and engage in ad-hoc games that last from one to seven days and include an arbitrary number of participants. Participants then compete over who takes the highest total number of steps over the predefined duration of the competition. The dataset obtained from Argus contains nearly 2,500 physical activity competitions over a period of one year capturing over 800,000 person days of in-competition activity tracking. For each user we have a record of their daily physical activity, competition participation, as well as their demographic data (gender, age, height, and weight). This constitutes the largest studied dataset of physical activity competitions to date.

We analyze how participation in the game impacts the activity of participants during the time of the competition compared with their baseline activity levels. We find that during walking competitions, the average user increases their physical activity by 23%. Furthermore, we show that there are large increases in activity for both men and women across all ages, weight status, and baseline activity levels. In fact, we find the largest increases for users that were previously fairly inactive who exhibit an average increase of more than 2,500 steps per day throughout the challenge. Increases...
of this magnitude – if sustained over time – could lead to significant improvements in participants’ health outcomes.

Then, we turn our attention to quantifying how much effort it takes to win a competition and find that winners increase their activity by 40-60% while the last-ranked users are on average less active than they were before. We also observe that the winner’s effort increases in competitions with more participants.

We also find that the composition of participants greatly affects the dynamics of the competition leading to important design implications for exergames and mobile health applications:

1. Competitions lead to increases in physical activity and constitute a viable design element able to reach a broad user base across a wide variety of user demographics.
2. Competing participants should have similar pre-competition activity levels. Otherwise the effect of the competition on physical activity drops significantly.
3. Competitions should have a balanced mix of both men and women.
4. Competitions should ideally include some participants who have previously increased their activity in response to competitions to encourage the other participants.

We leverage these insights in a statistical model that predicts whether or not a competition will be particularly engaging to the participants. Our model can serve as a guideline to help group participants into competitions that are more competitive and thus lead to higher behavioral changes. Our approach can be potentially used across a variety of mobile health applications and games to recommend evenly-matched competitions to users which are most likely to be more active.

2. RELATED WORK

Next we survey related work and discuss our work in context.

Physical activity. The link between physical activity and improved health outcomes has been well-established (e.g., [15, 24, 28, 37, 45, 51]). At the same time, only a small fraction of people in developed countries meet official physical activity guidelines [11, 30]. While, many interventions are aimed at increasing physical activity (e.g., [16, 17, 26, 31, 32, 33]), many of them seem ineffective [17, 33] or were only reaching already active populations instead [16, 26].

Measurement of physical activity. Consumer wearable devices and smart phones are becoming more prevalent in the general population and could enable a better understanding of real-world health behaviors and physical activity and how to best support and encourage healthier behaviors [23, 34, 3]. However, few research studies to date have harnessed data obtained from consumer wearables to study physical activity [4, 6]. Medical studies have examined accelerometer-defined activity (e.g., [40, 42]), but much of the social media research related to human health has relied on self-reports and proxy measures (e.g., [13, 14, 27]), which have been found to be severely biased [41]. In contrast, we use objective physical activity measurements from smart phone accelerometers.

Incentivizing user behavior. Studies have found that use of pedometers and activity trackers for self-monitoring can help increase activity [39, 44] but other studies have reported mixed results [43]. Beyond enabling self-monitoring, encouraging additional activity through reminders led to increased activity only for the first week after the intervention and did not lead to any significant changes after six weeks in a randomized controlled trial [43]. However, in online domains gamification has been successful in changing user behavior [22, 36]. For example, badges increase engagement in question answering sites [7], online courses [8], and pro-social behaviors [2]. To encourage healthy behavior, researchers have studied the design of “exergames” [21, 35, 38], video games combined with exercise activity [25], and location-based games where game play progresses through the physical environment [6, 9]. Furthermore, social networks can also modify human behavior through peer influence. For example, researchers have highlighted the importance of facilitating social influence to encourage more exercise [12] and have found that sharing exercise activity through social networks has positive long-term effects on physical activity levels [4]. Furthermore, researchers have studied social interactions to better understand how people could be most supportive of others [1, 2].

Prior research also studied competitions and competitive behavior. Competitions can improve behavioral outcomes, for example in the running speed of children in short-distance races [20]. Men are more likely to embrace competitive formats than women [29], and while competitiveness is associated with greater enjoyment [19], there have been no quantitative studies of how competitions affect physical activity.

This work. Our work extends the existing literature on incentivizing healthy user behavior and exergame design implications by studying effects of competitions on physical activity. Unlike badges and simple activity tracking, competitions allow users to compete directly with each other. We use a large dataset of online competitions within a mobile activity tracking application in conjunction with objective measures of physical activity based on smart phone accelerometers. Our work has implication for the large number of mobile and web health applications using competitions to improve user engagement.

3. DATASET DESCRIPTION

We use a dataset of competitions within the Argus smartphone app by Azumio which allows users to track their daily activities. Competitions run for 1, 3, 5 or 7 days and can have any number of participants (who may or may not know each other outside the application). In this paper, we focus on the longest competitions running over seven days from Monday through Sunday. This ensures that each competition includes the exact same number of each weekday (one) and that any findings are not confounded by differences in weekday versus weekend activity. Furthermore, we restrict analysis to competitions with at least three participants. We use a dataset of 3,637 users in 2,432 competitions satisfying these constraints. These competitions occurred over a time period of 10 months and included a total of 535 million steps over 70,413 person days. All participants had used the activity tracking app prior to the start of their first competitions. Therefore, any increases in activity during competition periods are not an effect of self-monitoring. Table 1 further summarizes the dataset and shows that the distribution of age, gender, and weight is fairly representative of the overall population in many developed countries. For example, the median age is 34 years (official estimate in United States is 37 years) and the data is evenly split between males and females. Furthermore, over 34.4% of users are overweight and 18.8% of users are obese highlighting that not only healthy users participate in the walking competitions. Users that have participated in at least one competition take about 6164 daily steps on average outside of competitions. Compare this to 5926 for users that have never participated in a competition before. This shows that there is a slight selection effect; that is, competitions seem particularly attractive to those users with slightly elevated activity levels.

Physical activity levels are quantified using the number of steps in each day objectively measured through smartphone accelerom-
participated in a competition is 6,164, which is about 200 steps.

Practice that the average daily number of steps of a person that has ever
Competition lead to increased physical activity of participants.
participating in a competition.

The activity levels of individuals are measured before and during
activities. In other words, we measure the activity as the average
level. We make several observations.

4. DOES COMPETITION INCREASE ACTIVITY?

The first question we set to answer is whether competitions tend
to increase user activity. Given the heterogeneity across users, we
compare the physical activity of a user to his or her own baseline activity level. In other words, we measure the activity as the average
number of steps per day over the duration of the competition, and compare that to the average daily activity of the user while not participating in a competition.

Competitions lead to increased physical activity of participants.
We make several interesting observations (Figure 1). First, we notice that the average daily number of steps of a person that has ever participated in a competition is 6,164, which is about 200 steps more than an average user. This indicates that there is some selection effect and that more active users tend to participate in physical activity competitions. Second, we observe that during the competition the overall average activity increases to more than 7,500 steps, which is a 1,400 steps per day increase over the out-of-competition activity baseline. This means that participating in a competition leads to 23% average increase in the physical activity.

Discussion. To check for the robustness of our finding we also analyzed the differences between the group of users participating in the competitions against those that do not participate in competitions. We found that both groups are very similar in terms of age, gender, and weight status. Furthermore, we also found that non-competition users were only slightly less active than competition users outside of competitions (5926 vs. 6164 average daily steps). On top of this we observed that the activity increase is about the same for users who start their own competitions and for users who accept an invitation to join an existing competition. All these findings suggest that insights derived from the above analyses are robust and generalize across user groups.

4.1 Who is changing how much?

Our analysis showed that participants tend to increase their activity during competitions, which demonstrates that competitions may be an effective way for people to increase their physical activity. However, note that this increase is observed in average over all participants. The person who wins the competition may increase their activity significantly while the person who is last in the competition may not increase their activity at all. Furthermore, demographic indicators, like gender, age, and BMI (body mass index) affect physical activity and thus it is not clear how these factors modulate in-competition activity of individual participants.

In order to understand which users increase their activity the most during the competitions we measure the activity before and during the competition for different demographic groups. Figure 2 shows separate plots for gender, age, BMI, and baseline activity level. We make several observations.

Gender. Consistent with previous literature [10], Figure 2a shows that men tend to be more active than women on average. This is also true during the competitions where men increase their activity from just below 6,900 steps per day to about 8,500 steps per day. Similarly, women increase their activity from 5,800 steps per day to about 7,100 steps per day. Interestingly, in both cases we observe the same relative increase in activity. Both men and women tend to increase their activity by 23% during competitions.

Age. Examining physical activity levels as a function of age (Figure 2b), we find that the difference of activity levels across different age groups is rather minimal – people below age 20 are the least active group with 5,700 steps per day (outside competitions), while the age 20-30 group is the most active with 6,500 steps per day. Furthermore, we do not observe an expected decrease in physical activity as participants get older [10]. Surprisingly, even the group of 50-60 year old users take nearly 6,200 steps per day. We attribute this observation to a selection effect as a small but physically very active fraction of this age group may be participating in competitions. Perhaps more interestingly we observe that regardless of the age group, physical activity during competitions tends to increase for about 1,400 steps. The increase in physical activity is robust. For example, for the age group 10-20 the increase is 1,300 steps per day (22%), and then increases nearly linearly so that the age group 50-60 exhibits an increase of 1,800 steps per day (28%).

Body mass index (BMI). Next, we examine how competitions aﬀect people with different body mass index (BMI). Using self-
reported height and weight we compute each participant’s BMI and group them into five groups: underweight (15-18.5 BMI), normal (18.5-25 BMI), overweight (25-30 BMI), and then two groups of obese people (30-35 BMI and 35-40 BMI, respectively). In Figure 2c we observe that baseline physical activity is relatively constant for the first four groups and lower for only the most obese group (5,800 vs. 6,300 steps per day). Interestingly, however, the increase in physical activity is consistent across all the BMI groups. Underweight people increase their activity during competitions the least (1,000 steps, 18%), while the increase is the highest for normal-weight and overweight people (1,700 steps, 28%).

Baseline activity level. Last, we examine how previous activity modulates activity inside competitions. We find that competitions lead to increased physical activity regardless of baseline activity rate (Figure 2d). Moreover, how activity people tend to be most affected by the competitions—they increase their activity the most (to 4,700 steps per day; 103% increase) and both the total increase in activity as well as the relative increase tend to decay with the activity level before competitions. For example, the increase due to competitions is only 1,000 steps per day (9%) for people with over 10,000 average daily steps.

To conclude, we observe that competitions have significant and measurable effect on the physical activity of participants. Regardless of the gender, age group, or the body mass index, we observe a robust increase of about 1,400 steps (about 23%) per day in the physical activity of participants. If sustained, large increases like this would have a significant positive effect on the health of the participants [15, 18, 24, 28, 37, 45].

5. WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO WIN A COMPETITION?

In the previous section we observed remarkably strong effect of competitions on physical activity of participants. While the increase is stable across gender, age and weight groups, in the end there can only be one winner of the competition. So, in this section we investigate how much activity is needed in order to win a competition.

It takes 25% more steps per day to win. We analyze all competitions with duration of seven days that have at least three participants. This considers the following final placements: first, second, second to last, and last. We measure how much does a participant need to increase their physical activity (measured in the number of steps per day) compared to the baseline activity which is their average number of steps one week before the competition. Figure 3 shows the relative change in the number of steps as a function of the final placement of the participant. We observe that the winner of the competition increases his or her activity for 25% over their baseline activity, while the second person increases it for only 13%, second to last person still increases their activity over the baseline for about 10%, while the last person actually drops their activity below their baseline activity (4% drop). We conclude that winners increase their activity the most, followed by the mid-placed people, while the last person slightly decrease their activity. Regardless of this, the overall average activity across all participants in the competition is still higher than outside the competition.

Winner’s effort increases as there are more competitors. We also examine how does the winner’s effort increase as there are more competitors in a competition. Figure 4a plots the absolute number of steps per day of the winner as a function of participants in the competition, while Figure 4b plots the increase in the number of steps when compared to the out-of-the-competition baseline. Each separate curve plots the activity of the top, second, and last placed participants.

In Figure 4a we observe that the absolute activity of the winner and the second-placed participant increase with the competition size while the activity of the last-placed person actually decreases. Examining data in Figure 4b we find that with each additional participant in the competition the final winner of the competition increases their activity for 420 steps, while the effect on the second-placed participant is about 100 steps smaller (320 steps per addit. participant).

Activity over time. Last, we also examine how participant activity changes over time. We examine only competitions with exactly 5 participants to control for competition size. After every day of the competition we compute the current position of every participant and ask: given the participant was ranked k “yesterday”, how many steps are they going to do today?

Figure 5 plots the average daily steps “today” for a person who was “yesterday” at current position k (blue line). We compare the activity level with the average activity of the participant in competitions regardless of his/her position (green line). The difference
between the lines can be interpreted as the “boost” participant at current rank \( k \) gets because of their current position.

We observe that yesterday’s leader always increases their activity on the next day beyond their average in-competition activity. Similarly, second placed person only slightly increases their activity. Participants at current positions 3 and 4 maintain their level of activity to be the same as their average in-competition activity. However, participant at rank 5 (last position) performs worse than expected. This is interesting as it seems to suggest that while today’s leader keeps his/her next day activity above the baseline, the person at the last position drops their activity to the level even below their baseline.

### 6. WHAT MAKES A COMPETITION ENGAGING?

The focus of the last section was on the winner of the competition. In this section, we look at the dynamics of the competition more broadly. In particular, we focus on more engaging competitions in which there is a close race for the top position with participants changing rank position multiple times. We will observe that these competitions are more successful in increasing the overall activity of the participants. We will also identify the impact of other important factors such as the gender composition of the group as well as the inherent competitiveness of the participants.

**Probability of winning.** We start with the simplest possible model of competition as our null hypothesis. Consider the model in which all participants increase their activity level uniformly and at the same rate. In other words, they start with their baseline levels of activity, then increase it to the in-competition level, and then effectively keep that same activity level throughout the competition. If that were the case, then we would expect that the person who takes the most steps after the first day of the competition would finally also win the competition.

We examine this hypothesis in Figure 6a, where we quantify the probability that the leader on a given day finally wins the competition. Again, we examine 7 day competitions which all start on a Monday and end on a Sunday. We measure how often the current leader wins the overall competition. We observe that the leader after day 1 of the competition tends to win 58% of the cases. The probability then linearly increases up to 1.0, meaning that the current leader on day 7 always wins the competition (because the competition is finished).

So overall, in slightly more than half of the competitions, the early leader can maintain the lead throughout the competition. Next, we will look at the dynamics of the more interesting competitions in which there are multiple changes in the leaderboards position and the participants truly compete with each other.

**The dynamics of close competitions.** One way to quantify the competitiveness of a race is to measure the number of leaderboard changes (or swaps) as the competition unfolds. Here, Figure 6b plots the number of leaderboard changes as a function of the absolute difference between the most and the least active participant in the period before the competition. In other words, the figure shows how inequality in the baseline level of activity of participants affects the number of leaderboard swaps. We observe that when the difference in baseline activity is small, there are about 4 leaderboard changes in a competition. However, when this difference increases to 7-15 thousand steps per day, then the number of leaderboard changes drops but still remains non-trivial at around 2.5.

Another way to quantify how competitive a competition is to measure the final total difference in the number of steps between the top and the bottom placed participants (Figure 6c). We plot the relationship between the final step difference between the winner and the loser of the competition as a function of the absolute difference between the most and the least active participants in the period before the competition (blue line). The green line provides a null-model that quantifies the expected final difference. Here we simply take the baseline difference and multiply it with the duration of the competition. Our reasoning is that if, for example, in the baseline period the daily activity difference between the most and the least active person is say 1,000 steps, then the expected final difference after a 7 day competition would be 7,000 steps.

Examining Figure 6c we make two observations. First, as the inequality of the baseline physical activity of the participants increases, the final-step difference also increases. Second, we observe that for inequalities of less than 5,000 steps per day, the final difference is in fact larger than what would be expected under the null-model. This means that in tight competitions the winner strongly increases their activity level and the difference in activity grows larger. We also observe that when participants with very different baseline levels of activity compete, the final difference is in fact smaller than the baseline. This means that when uneven people are matched to compete, their level of activity actually gets closer to each other and the effect of the competition on the physical activity is smaller.

**Competitiveness of participants.** Lastly, we also examine how the past increases in the activity of participants determines their overall increase in the current competition. What happens if a competition is comprised of competitive participants – the ones who had increased their activity levels significantly in previous competitions? Do they increase the level of activity of the whole group? Do these competitive tendencies have a compounding effect and raise the overall activity level significantly?

We perform the following experiment. For every competition we compute the relative increase in activity in past competitions averaged over all participants. This gives us a sense of how competitive the participants are in the competition. We then also compute the average activity of participants in the current competition to understand how the competitiveness of participants affects the overall activity.

Figure 6d shows the results. We observe that as the average historic competitiveness of participants increases so does the overall competitiveness of the competition. In other words, if we put together people who tend to increase their activity by a lot, then they will also increase it in the current competition. Not surprisingly,
we also observe that when competitions are comprised of people who do not tend to increase their activity in competitions then the average activity is low.

More interestingly, the effect of the competitiveness of the participants on the average level of activity is sharp but then it quickly levels off. In particular, the overall activity tends to stabilize after the average past increase of activity (of participants when in competition) is over 10%. This means that as soon as competitions are comprised of participants who generally tend to increase their activity during competitions then the average steps per participant steps will reach up to 7,500 per day. If the competition is among extremely competitive participants, the average activity only slightly increases above that level.

The effect of gender diversity. Figure 7 plots the average number of steps taken by participants in the competition by across varying compositions of male and female participants in the competition. Note that competitions with a balanced number of female and male participants have the highest level of activity. This is surprising because men are on average more active than women (i.e., they take more steps per day) both in our dataset as well as published estimates [10]. Nevertheless, competitions with all male participants have a smaller average than competitions in which the number of men and women is close to each other. This observation suggests that gender diversity can lead to more active and beneficial competitions.

Summary. We observe that the composition of participants greatly affects the dynamics of the competition. In particular, if highly unequal participants get matched to compete, then the competition suffers and the overall effect of the competition on the physical activity drops significantly. Second, competitions with a balanced gender ratio are more effective in increasing the level of activities.

Lastly, the effect of competitiveness of participants as defined by their performance in the previous competitions has a sharp impact on the level of activity but its impact quickly levels off. With these insights in mind, the next section takes on the task of predicting such dynamics to serve as a guideline for the formation of interesting and engaging competitions.

7. PREDICTING ENGAGING CHALLENGES

In the previous sections we studied the factors of engaging competitions – those that lead to large increases of activity, close races between the first and the last ranked user, and competitions with many changes in the leaderboard ranking. This section builds on those insights and builds a series of models to predict which competition will be particularly engaging given only information available before the competition begins. We demonstrate that while there is large variability in the engagement of competitions, the factors described in this work allow to predict competition engagement with significant accuracy.

Predicted outcomes. We formulate the prediction task as a binary prediction of whether or not a competition will be engaging based on three different outcomes:

- $Δ\text{ACTIVITY}$: The average relative increase of activity during the competition compared to activity before the competition across all participating users. For the baseline activity before the competition we exclude any activity that happened during previous competitions. Ideal engaging competitions would lead to large increases in activity across all users.
Factors affecting predictability.

Next, we study which factors are particularly helpful in predicting the three outcomes. This is relevant to application settings where not all features might be available (e.g., missing knowledge about participants previous activity level, previous in-competition activity, or missing information on user demographics). We investigate performance of the individual feature sets described above. We report prediction accuracies for Gradient Boosted Tree models as they performed slightly better than than Logistic Regression models, particularly on small sets of features. The predictive performance for the individual feature sets is reported in Table 3.

We observe that knowing the number of participants (Model 2) is only useful for predicting the final difference between the first and last ranked users but not for the other two measures. This is likely due to the effects observed in Figure 4 which showed that the difference between the first and last ranked users increases in larger competitions. Knowing just basic user demographics (age, gender, and obesity status) allows to predict all three outcomes with significant accuracy (Model 3). In particular, the number of RANK SWAPS can be predicted with ROC AUC of 0.622 which is as good as using all features (Table 2).

Past experience with competitions of all users (Model 4) is also predictive of engaging competitions. In particular, it allows good predictive accuracies for predicting FIRST-LAST (0.689 ROC AUC) and relatively good performance for predicting RANK SWAPS (0.599 ROC AUC) close to the best performing model.

Knowing the exact previous activity levels of the users – both outside (Model 5) and inside of competitions (Model 6) – performs even better. Outside of competition activity is a good indicator for the final difference between the first and last ranked users (Figure 6c) with a prediction performance of 70.7% ROC AUC. Prediction of FIRST-LAST improves even more when knowing previous inside competition activity levels with 75.1% ROC AUC (best performing model for FIRST-LAST).

Baseline activity levels outside of competitions and activity levels during previous competitions allows to calculate how much each

**Table 2: Prediction performance of several models predicting three outcomes of engaging competitions. Performance values correspond using the area under the ROC curve.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>∆ACTIVITY</th>
<th>FIRST-LAST</th>
<th>RANK SWAPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient Boosted Trees</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Prediction performance of Gradient Boosted Tree models using different feature sets predicting three outcomes of engaging competitions. Performance values correspond using the area under the ROC curve.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>∆ACTIVITY</th>
<th>FIRST-LAST</th>
<th>RANK SWAPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 None</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 # participants</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 User demographics</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 User experience</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Prev. activity (outside)</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0.609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Prev. activity (during)</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Prev. increases (during)</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 All features</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
user increased (or decreased) their activity in response to previous competitions (Model 7). This allows for high predictive performance for both ΔACTIVITY (0.717 ROC AUC; close to best performing model) and RANK SWAPS (0.641 ROC AUC; best performing model).

As expected, using all combined features allow for high predictive performance (Model 8). However, it is interesting to note that for FIRST-LAST and RANK-SWAPS the model performs slightly worse compared to just using the best subset of features.

Implications. The prediction results are encouraging in multiple ways. First, we can predict key outcomes capturing various aspects of engaging competitions with significant accuracy. The proposed models could be used when recommending which people to add to a competition to optimize the likelihood of high engagement. Second, we demonstrate that having access to only small subsets of the features studied in this work still allows for models achieving similarly high accuracy. This has direct implications for the use of competition features in practice. Many mobile apps and websites use, but not yet optimize, competitions to engage with their users. Given our results, they could use for example basic demographic information or outside competition activity levels to create particularly engaging competitions. We also note that during competition behavior is not necessary for high predictive performance (e.g., Models 3 and 5 in Table 3). This partially alleviates potential cold start problems when creating new competition-based applications.

8. CONCLUSION

The focus of this paper is on how competition incentivizes users to increase their physical activity levels. We analyzed a large dataset gathered by a smartphone activity tracking app measuring the total number of daily steps taken by a user. We studied games where multiple users compete over several days with the goal of achieving the highest total number of steps.

We measured the effect of competitions on user behavior and showed that in general, users increase their activity level by 23% when participating in a competition. We also studied the design elements contributing to an engaging competition and identified the importance of factors like age, gender, BMI, diversity, and prior activity levels. We found that the group compositions strongly affect the dynamics of the competition, which leads to important design implications for exergames and mobile health applications:

1. Competitions lead to increases in physical activity and constitute a viable design element able to reach a broad user base across a wide variety of user demographics.
2. Competing participants should have similar pre-competition activity levels. Otherwise the effect of the competition on physical activity drops significantly.
3. Competitions should have a balanced mix of both men and women.
4. Competitions should ideally include some participants who have previously increased their activity in response to competitions to encourage the other participants.

Finally, we leveraged these insights in a statistical model that predicts how effective and engaging a given competition is going to be. Such models can lead to designing more evenly-matched competitions that are most likely to help users increase their daily activity. In summary, this work enhances the understanding of effective mechanisms that can potentially be used to engage people in healthier behaviors.
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